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We were contacted in response to an urgent 20-bed 

ward project being delivered to Royal Surrey County 

Hospital by specialist offsite manufacturer, Elite 

Systems.

The ward will feature 20 individual patient rooms, each 

with an en-suite bathroom. The central space on the 

ward will be occupied by a nurses’ station as well as 

storage space for cleaning supplies and linen, a series 

of treatment rooms, relatives’ rooms, and additional 

WCs.

The facility which is on track to be up and clinically 

operating within weeks requires shower floors to 

all en-suite rooms and On The Level met the needs 

for bespoke shower floors for use with sheet vinyl 

floors applications to meet the design and use of the 

building.

“We required a rapid turnaround on 
the supply of bespoke shower formers 
for a building to help support the NHS 
during the current Coronavirus crisis 
and On The Level were able to design 
and deliver exactly what we needed 

ELITE SYSTEMS PROJECT

in a matter of days, having a positive 
impact on the programme.”  

Marcus Sutcliffe 

Managing Director (Elite Systems)

SECTOR:  
Heathcare

SURREY HOSPITAL CLIENT:  
Elite Systems 

WIGAN HOSPITAL CLIENT:  
Darwin Group 

OTL PRODUCTS SPECIFIED: 

Bespoke OTL Level Access floors for vinyl 

sheet flooring

URGENT NHS 
PROJECTS
SPEC SHEET
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DARWIN GROUP PROJECT 

On The Level has been chosen by The Darwin Group 

to produce bespoke shower floors for a COVID-19 

Emergency Contingency Ward for Wrightington, Wigan 

& Leigh NHS Trust.

This is the first of three current NHS facilities secured 

and in production by The Darwin Group in response to 

COVID-19 emergency facilities for the NHS.

The facility which should be up and clinically 

operating within weeks requires shower facilities 

and On The Level met the needs for bespoke shower 

floors requirements for use with sheet vinyl floors 

OTL STATEMENT
 

Our bespoke service is key for offsite manufacturers. 

We understand that speed and ease of installation is 

important.  We take the concerns and risk of creating 

shower floors away from designers and in turn from 

the factory operatives.

“On The Level work closely with all 
types of offsite manufacturers and 
are able to respond and manufacture 
shower floors quickly to meet projects 
deadlines.  They continue to work 
with offsite manufacturers delivering 
urgent NHS projects across the 
UK and remain in production as an 
essential supplier to the industry 
during these challenging times.”  

Chris Sutton 

Sales Director (On The Level)

applications to meet the design and use of the 

building.

“The bespoke service from On The 
Level allowed us to place the gully 
almost anywhere on the former to 
avoid any underfloor obstacles.  It 
offered us complete design flexibility 
on the two types of showering 
arrangement for Wigan.”  

Sam Tyler 

Design Manager (Darwin Group)


